Momen survives al-Tamimi scare to book spot in last 8

Tarek Momen was pushed beyond his wits and into a thrilling five-setter by Qatar number one Abdulla Mohamed al-Tamimi. And while the results may show Momen having won both the matches, by his own admission, he “thought I was going to make an exit today”.

“Of course I am disappointed about the match. I had my chances. The fourth game I think I had my chances. I was playing really well, I had my moment. I had my chances,” world number 47 said after the match.

“Unfortunately I had to stop because of the injury, that kind of stopped the momentum. And it is really unfortunate. So I don’t know exactly what to do. He was warming the ball, so much that the ball was flaying again. “I couldn’t really play the way I was playing before that. I was 6-4 up, Tarek was probably around 12-13 up. But then he went 13-14 up. I was not able to get the momentum back from there. I am really disappointed about the match,” al-Tamimi, who hit the first serve of the match, said.

Momen closed that one out, and the world number 47 said after the match.

Al-Thumama Stadium is starting to take shape. The Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy has said in a post on its Twitter page. The 40,000-seat stadium is one of the venues of the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
**FOCUS**

**Guardiola proud of City despite defeat, avoids VAR row**

**Reporter**

Manchester City manager Pep Guardiola was pleased with the performance of his team after they were held to a goalless draw by Liverpool. He avoided discussing the controversy surrounding Liverpool's opening goal by fifa 1-1 draw on Sunday which left his side nine points behind the leaders in the Premier League.

Guardiola praised the performance of his players and said they were close to the top. He said: "We are very close to the top. We have to continue working and we will be there." City are four points clear of second-placed Manchester United and they still have to play Arsenal and Chelsea.

**GUARDIOLA**

"In this kind of game, it's about being hungry and being ready to fight. We made some mistakes but we were better in the first half and we should have scored more. We had some chances and we didn't take them. We have to keep working and be ready to fight in the next games."

**MANCHESTER CITY MANAGER GUARDIOLA**

"We are very close to the top. We have to continue working and we will be there."
Dybala strike keeps Juventus on top

Defending champions maintain their one-point lead over Conte’s Inter Milan

Cristiano Ronaldo’s fitness and attitude both under the spotlight

FOOTBALL

Ronaldo has been ruled out of next season’s Euros, which are to be held in 12 cities across 12 countries, after failing to make the trip to Paris ahead of next summer’s finals. They will also qualify if Iceland suffer a worst-case scenario and both Brest and Moldova at the Stade de France this month.

Injuries and illness have disrupted Italy’s preparations, with Blaise Matuidi now ruled out for Europe 2021 due to a rib cartilage, the midfielder’s club confirmed. Blaise Matuidi has been ruled out of next summer’s finals with a rib cartilage, the midfielder’s club announced.

The competition sees La Liga winn-
er-the teams that have faced each other in the Champions League this season—be grouped in pairs to determine the UEFA Nations League Group.

TJORNES OUT OF SPAIN’S SQUAD ONE DAY AFTER FIRST CALL-UP

Ronaldo’s exit means that Spain will have to find a replacement for his goals and assists. However, the Spanish national team has been hit by a number of injuries in recent weeks, with several key players ruled out for the upcoming qualifiers.

The Spanish national team announced that the Real Madrid forward has been ruled out of next season’s Euros, which are to be held in 12 cities across 12 countries, after failing to make the trip to Paris ahead of next summer’s finals.
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Tsitsipas downs Medvedev in battle of debuts

"It was one of the toughest, most important victories of my career so far"
The Nuggets are one of the best teams despite losing Leonard to free agency.
Seattle defeat Toronto 3-1 to capture MLS Cup

Team California and the club captured the MLS Cup after beating Toronto FC in the final match of the tournament. The match was held at CenturyLink Field in Seattle, and the Sounders won 3-1 to capture their fourth MLS Cup title in six years.

Sport News

TITANS TOPPLE CHIEFS, FALCONS SHOCK FOR SAINTS

‘We’ve got a bunch of guys who believe in each other, have a lot of confidence’

The Tennessee Titans defeated the Kansas City Chiefs by a score of 20-13 on Sunday night in Nashville, Tennessee. The Titans scored two touchdowns in the first quarter to take a 14-3 lead and held on for the victory.

Heat ban Walters for 10 games

Heat guard Dwon Walters has been suspended for 10 games by the NBA. Walters has been charged with a flagrant foul in the Heat’s loss to the Los Angeles Lakers on Monday night.

Giants name Harris as general manager

The New York Giants have named Dave Harris as their new general manager. Harris has an extensive background in front-office roles and was most recently the executive vice president of football operations for the Philadelphia Eagles.

Seattle defeat Toronto 3-1 to capture MLS Cup

The Seattle Sounders defeated Toronto FC 3-1 in the MLS Cup final on Sunday. The Sounders scored two goals in the first half to take a 2-0 lead and held on for the victory.

NFL

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) – Patrick Mahomes threw for 418 yards and three touchdowns, and the Kansas City Chiefs moved into the AFC championship game with a 31-24 win over the Tennessee Titans on Sunday.

Heat ban Walters for 10 games

Miami Heat guard Dwon Walters has been suspended for 10 games by the NBA. Walters was charged with a flagrant foul for his role in the Heat’s loss to the Washington Wizards on Monday.

Giants name Harris as general manager

The New York Giants have named Dave Harris as their new general manager. Harris was previously the executive vice president of football operations for the Philadelphia Eagles.

Seattle defeat Toronto 3-1 to capture MLS Cup

The Seattle Sounders defeated Toronto FC 3-1 in the MLS Cup final on Sunday. The Sounders scored two goals in the first half to take a 2-0 lead and held on for the victory.
Can Iyer be the solution to India's long-standing No. 4?

Iyer's search for a limited-overs No. 4 batsman has ended, feels Prithvi Shaw.
Guk wins gold and Olympic quota with a world record score

Qatar’s junior women’s skeet team of Fatima Saeed al-Muraikhi, Ghaila Ali al-Malki and Amna Ali al-Shirawi win bronze

Qatar’s Fatima Saeed al-Muraikhi, Ghaila Ali al-Malki and Amna Ali al-Shirawi pose with their women’s skeet team bronze.


RESUL TS

Men’s 10m air pistol: 1. Kim Song Guk (KOR) 246.5 (584); 2. Saurabh Chaudhary (IND) 244.5 (583); 3. Javad Forushande (IRI) 241.5 (582).


Men’s 25m rapid fire pistol: 1. Kim Song Guk (PRK) 246.5 WR (584); 2. Saurabh Chaudhary (IND) 244.5 (583); 3. Javad Forushande (IRI) 241.5 (582)


W hen in the air and in the air, we can always turn an unforgettable year into a his- torical one, Klopp has said, adding that the whole community together has turned 2019 into a special chapter in Liverpool’s history. Former Liverpool legend Ian Rush has backed the German manager to win the Champions League and lift the title for the first time since 2005.

It was, therefore, an emotional night for many at the club, as Klopp was also named The Best FIFA Men’s Coach.

Q. This is a rare opportunity to chal- lenge for the title of world champions. Is there an added pressure because the chance comes up so infrequently?

We have seen during previous Champions League campaigns that the expectations are high, and the pressure is real. But we have been careful and we are looking forward to it. The boys want to play in it, and we want to be strong, to be the best we can be in this competition.

Q. With a club that has as long a history as Liverpool’s it’s one to get the chance to do some- thing, with the being the only competition they’re yet to win, is that an exciting prospect for you?

Oh, I didn’t think about that. That is where we are right now, and it’s the moment of the Champions League, it’s the moment of the first to reach this peak and the men’s and women’s running target.

In the junior mixed air rifle event, Chaudhary and Forushande beheld the gold hunting China’s Zong Ying and EungHyoo Jung as olympic quota at the Losail Shooting Complex yesterday. In the final but finished fourth, narrowly missing out on a medal.

Action in Doha will continue tomorrow with the last day of competition. China was also denied a medal, as Mao Xiaotong and Xuanle Jiang lost 16-14 in a thrilling final. China also added a bronze as an ‘away’ medal.
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Q. And what should Liverpool do for the title of the Champions League?

When you win the Champions League, it’s a moment of pride for everyone, but it’s also a moment of relief for the fans. It’s a moment of joy for the players, the staff and the whole community.

We will be prepared and looking forward to it. The boys want to play in it, and we will be strong, to be the best we can be in this competition. We have not lost in our last two competitions, and we will be ready for this challenge.

It’s one of the most important moments in the club’s history, the German manager added. It’s a moment we have been looking forward to for a long time.

Spotlight

I’m not someone who has been to the first on the moon: Klopp

Q. Will this be a stepping stone to the title of world champions?

We are looking forward to the challenge of guiding Liverpool to a piece of silverware they have never lifted before. It’s a moment we have been waiting for.

Q. Did you watch the Champions League final?

I saw the final in Liverpool. I was there to support the team, and I was proud of the boys and the whole community.

We had the opportunity to win it, and we took it. It was a moment of pride for everyone, and it was a moment of joy for the players, the staff and the whole community.

We will be prepared and looking forward to it. The boys want to play in it, and we will be strong, to be the best we can be in this competition.

The Club World Cup will be bringing together the best of the best from across the globe. So, if you had to pick one thing, what do you think Liverpool does better than anyone else in the world?

Laughing in Echo Park, Klopp said: ‘It’s a moment of pride for everyone, and it’s a moment of joy for the players, the staff and the whole community.

The ball is in the air and in the air, we can always turn an unforgettable year into a historical one, Klopp has said, adding that the whole community together has turned 2019 into a special chapter in Liverpool’s history. Former Liverpool legend Ian Rush has backed the German manager to win the Champions League and lift the title for the first time since 2005.

It was, therefore, an emotional night for many at the club, as Klopp was also named The Best FIFA Men’s Coach.

Q. European sides have dominated in recent years, but does the foot Liverpool

Super Cup. So, we played it and it felt great and really good. We are here, we will be prepared and looking forward to it. The boys want to play in it, so it will be very interesting, and it will find long, big, iron pool.